
LIQUOR LICENSE INSPECTION APP

To reduce costs and simplify the management of the 

inspections, BLC streamlined the inspection process and 

automated reporting by leveraging Survey123 and 

Workforce.

Teddy Hailegeberel



HOW THINGS WERE DONE BEFORE

Forms were completed via paper and turned in at the 

end of inspector shift.



HOW THINGS WERE DONE BEFORE

Database was based on Access with no particular 

organization



HOW TO FIX THE PROBLEM (STRATEGY)

Identify

•Identify how they stored their data.

•Identify all forms used for inspection.

•Identify areas that can be broken up into sections based on cluster of establishments.

Conversion

•Geocode all business with liquor licenses and create a web map.

•Using Survey123 create multiple forms to convert inspection forms and store the data.

Design

•Design a database using SDE to store the data from Survey123 forms (backups).

•Design a web app that will hold all the data for viewing and reporting purpose.

Create

•Create a web application that will utilize ESRI Collector services.

•Create a web app using ArcGIS online that serves as dashboard. This app will also update data by admins.

•Create Dashboards for viewing data and integrate their reporting templates with Survey123.

•Create workforce project, associate all field crew with workforce.



CREATED FORMS USING SURVEY123



CREATED FORMS USING SURVEY123



SUPERVISORS VIEW SURVEY123 DATA



SUPERVISORS VIEW SURVEY123 DATA



INSPECTION AREAS ON ESRI COLLECTOR APP

 ESRI Collector App allows inspector to select area that is assigned to 

them and submit forms directly over the app. This will reduce paper 

work and travel time for inspector. – before Workforce for ArcGIS 

was developed.



WORKFORCE FOR ARCGIS



WORKFORCE FOR ARCGIS



DASHBOARD APP WITH TOOLS

 Dashboard was built using Operation Dashboard. It was designed to 

help supervisors get overall understanding of how many inspections 

were performed and violations records found.



BUILDING LICENSE MANAGEMENT

APPLICATION

 Dashboard site for allowing admins to view, edit, or create 

inspection records, and send violation notification emails
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CHALLENGES

 Setting up standards when deciding on how or what forms are displayed. 

We went through a few iterations of database design deciding to put all the 

data into one table vs breaking out all the forms into different tables.

 We had to make sure it was user friendly. We could not make assumption 

“inspectors will figure out how to use it”. 

 E-mail violations using templates 

 Data use by inspectors – make it easy for all to understand so they can use 

it for reporting.



CHALLENGES

 In the future we need to make sure all fields are set to text. We found out it 

was best to have all fields in text format because it was easy to manage for 

backend perspective. 

 All fields should be drop down options. It will reduce errors from users.

 We are still learning and are open to suggestions.



ADDITIONAL FEATURES

 Administrators still needed easy ways to manage their data. They have no 

GIS personnel who can manage it full-time. Thus we came up with a web 

form to view records and enter new data directly with our SDE server. 

 Features were also added to edit previous records from the web site.

 Python scripts were created for report of all inspected establishments and 

create excel/csv file for admins.

 Finally, a standardized e-mail service was constructed to send violation 

notifications to establishments.



LESSONS LEARNED

 The Board of License Commissioners in Prince George’s 

County is responsible for managing and inspecting all 

liquor license establishments. The BLC daily inspects 

establishments using several inspection forms. Even 

though the inspections were not complicated, manually 

managing the related data and photos was becoming 

challenging. To reduce costs and simplify the 

management of the inspections, BLC streamlined the 

inspection process and automated reporting by 

leveraging Survey123 and Workforce.



QUESTIONS?

CONTACT INFO:

TEWODROS HAILEGEBEREL

THAILEGEBEREL@CO.PG.MD.US


